SteamForward

Ann K. Howley

Learning life lessons

T

from a robot

he Brashear Bulls Robotics team was an unlikely venture from the start.
Benny Luong and Lam Huynh, both seniors at Brashear High School, had been
thinking about forming a robotics team since tenth grade, but when they asked their
math teacher, Jeff Laurenson, to be one of the mentors, he was uncertain.
“I had no mechanical aptitude or knowledge about robotics,” he admits.
Undeterred, the boys recruited a few talented friends who were enrolled in automotive
and computer programs at Brashear. When another math teacher agreed to be a mentor, everything was in place. They called their team
Brashear Bulls Robotics and signed up for the annual FIRST Robotics Greater Pittsburgh Regional Competition, to be held at California
University of Pennsylvania (Cal U) in March.
There was only one problem. Nobody knew how to build a robot.

Maybe?

Power up

This year’s theme is called Power Up.
In the video, opposing teams are “stuck”
in an arcade game (which reminds me of
Donkey Kong). In each match, a threeteam alliance competes against another
alliance to make their robots scurry back
and forth and lift yellow cubes onto a
scale and a tall platform to score the most
points.
Once the theme was announced, the
teams had six weeks to plan, design and
build their robots.

Every spring, Cal U becomes a
mecca for student robotics teams, who
come from all over western and central
Pennsylvania to compete. FIRST kicks off
the competition in January by releasing
a video that announces the theme and
describes the objectives and tasks that
robots will need to accomplish.
“We were thinking this competition was
going to be very difficult,” Benny says.
“But when we saw the video, it wasn’t as
bad as we thought it would be.”

Benny & Lam

The due date disaster

For the Brashear team, everything
was going smoothly until February 20,
2018. This was the date the robot had
to be finished and transported to the
National Robotics Engineering Center
in Lawrenceville, where they would have
a brief opportunity to test it before it’s
bagged and shipped to Cal U.
Mr. Laurenson had already told me
about the Due Date Disaster, but Benny
and Lam must have forgotten, because
when I mention it, they simultaneously
jump, grimace and laugh.
I still struggle to picture exactly what
happened, but according to the boys’
vigorous and slightly hilarious description,
something was miscalculated, something
pulled and something snapped.
“The whole thing exploded!” claims
Benny.
“Wood went flying everywhere!” says
Lam.
Mr. Laurenson had explained it like this.
“They basically destroyed their own robot
on the day it was supposed to be done.”
“For a few minutes, we thought it was
over,” Benny recalls.
I could imagine their panic. After
working so hard, it must have been
devastating to face a broken robot with
only a few hours to fix it, but the team
refused to give up. They figured out
the problem, repaired or replaced the
snapped chain and broken supports, and
rushed it over to Lawrenceville.
As they were testing it, Christian, their
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Mr Laurenson with team
best operator, was at the controls when
they ran into another glitch. The robot
lost the radio signal and stopped working.
With time running out, the team restripped and re-crimped all the wiring to
get it working again.
By the time they left the testing
grounds, the Brashear Bulls Robotics team
had also been tested.
Mr. Laurenson acknowledges the team
“learned a cool lesson about having grit
and perseverance.”

Life lessons

Since the due date, the boys haven’t
seen their robot, but they believe it’s
ready to shuttle and dump cubes at the
competition in three weeks. Between
now and then, the boys are evaluating
troubleshooting options in case they run
into more problems at the competition.

Brashear Bulls Robotics Team
at Cal U in March
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Team captain, Benny, hopes they win at
least one match.
No matter what happens, both Lam
and Benny agree that their robotbuilding experience has exceeded their
expectations.
“I’m proud of what everyone has done
and accomplished together,” Lam says.
Benny is introspective. “It taught us
how to solve problems. It’s one of those
life lessons that we will bring with us to
college and the future.”
Thanks to a robot, the Brashear Bulls
Robotics team learned that sometimes the
most unlikely ventures in life are the most
valuable. n
Regular Pittsburgh Parent contributor, Ann
K. Howley, enjoys meeting smart, creative
kids and writing about STEAM education.
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